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Mini Stack
Bat tery Amp              
Circuit driven by a single 9V battery; pro-
duces distortion sounds that can only be
described as dangerous. Only 6” tall. One
speaker, headphone jack and genuine grille cloth. 

#MAR MS2 $44.99

Marshall MS4 
Micro Stack 
9-3/4” tall, 2 speakers, headphone jack, Marshall tone and

feel. 9V adapter or battery power.  

#MAR MS4 $59.99

Marshall 100W MG Series Half Stack
Killer tone, lethal looks. OD channel features the acclaimed Contour for
tonal versatility. A DFX section adds choruses, delays, flanges & reverbs. Add an FX loop, custom 12"
Celestion speaker, CD in, headphone & line out & master volume for one serious head.

(Quantities Limited!)  #MAR REDMGHS†† $599.00
Marshall MG100HDFX and MG412A Half Stack
AMS customers simply raving about this series from Marshall! 2 channels, separated EQ, Contour control,
FX and more. Unbelievable Marshall tone and projection.

#MAR STACK1†† $599.00
Marshall MG100HDFX MG412A & MG412B Full Stack
A powerhouse of killer tone built around the MG100HDFX head. 

(Save $58.00 when you buy the full stack!) #MAR STACK2†† $849.99
Marshall MG100HDFX 100W MG Series Head with Digital FX
This awe-inspiring head will easily drive any cabinet from the Marshall range. 

#MAR MG100HDFX $349.98
Marshall MG412A Angled 4x12 120W Guitar Speaker Cabinet
The ideal cabinet for the MG100 head. 

#MAR MG412A†† $279.99
Marshall MG412B Straight 4x12 120W Guitar Speaker Cabinet
A straight version of the 412A. 

#MAR MG412B†† $279.99
3 easy payments as low as $93.33

Marshall MG Series
The MG Series raises the standard of what can be expected from
a value-for-money range of guitar amplifiers. Loaded with fea-
tures galore, tonal perfection, and power to wake the neighbors.
See why a legion of satisfied customers can't stop talking about
these amplifiers from Marshall.

MG100DFX - Armed with 100W of Marshall power, 12” Celestion speaker, par-
allel effects loop, CD input, Digital Effects, dedicated Digital Reverb. Includes 2-
way LED footswitch for channel switching and DFX On/Off. 

#MAR MG100DFX $469.98
3 easy payments of $156.66

MG10CD - 10W amp has a 6-1/2” speaker and two channels.

#MAR MG10CD $79.95
MG15CD - 15W amp features an 8” speaker and two channels.

#MAR MG15CD $129.95
MG15CDR - Adds reverb to features available on the MG15CD.

#MAR MG15CDR $149.95
MG15DFX - Same as MG15CD plus powerful Digital Effects section: digital delay, reverb,
chorus, other superb effects. 

#MAR MG15DFX $179.95
MG30DFX - 30W amp. 10” speaker; new Digital Effects.

#MAR MG30DFX $239.95
MG50DFX - 50W amp has 12” Celestion speaker, effects loop, complete Digital Effects
section, dedicated Digital Reverb and 2 channels. Includes two-way LED footswitch for
channel switching and DFX On/Off. 

#MAR MG50DFX $389.97
3 easy payments of $129.99

MG250DFX - Stereo Amp has twin 50W power amps, dual 12” Celestion speakers, all
features of the MG100DFX. Includes 2-way LED footswitch for channel switching and
DFX On/Off. 

#MAR MG250DFX $499.98     
3 easy payments of $166.66

Marshall MG15MSII
Micro Stack 
“Little brother” offers up Marshall-size tone in a compact
form, measuring a mere 37”H x 15”W x 9”D. 2-channel
(Clean and Overdrive), 15W head with reverb powers two
1x10” speaker cabinets - one straight and one slanted - in true classic
Marshall form. Incorporates Marshall’s proprietary FDD™ circuitry, which
emulates tube amp feel and sound. The amp’s three-way EQ includes a
Contour control that lets you accurately fine-tune the mids. In addition, as
all MG Series amps, the MG15MSII boasts a CD input, an Emulated Line
Out and a Headphone jack that, when used, mutes the speakers, for “silent”
practice sessions. 

#MAR MG15MSII $299.97
3 easy payments of $99.99

The Marshall Zakk Wylde
Microstack
As a long time user of the MG15MSII mini stack as a
practice amp, Marshall felt it only fitting to reward Zakk
Wylde by giving the Microstack a "Wall of Doom"
makeover. Featuring new panel artwork inspired by his
2203ZW head and using the same fabric as his full
stack, each amp is shipped with five Zakk Wylde picks,
an A3 poster, and a handbook with a personal introduc-
tion and setting suggestions from Zakk himself!

#MAR MG15MSZW $349.98
3 easy payments of $116.66

Limited Edition Red Tolex! 





Marshall
JCM1960
4x12 Cabs

Classic angled front
cabinet handles 300W
at 4ohms or 16ohms
mono or 150W at

8ohms in stereo. The only real
choice for all professional and semi-
pro guitarists. Loaded with four 75W Celestion G12T
speakers. 

#MAR JCM1960A†† $799.98
JCM 1960B - (Not Pictured) A straight front ver sion of the
1960A.

#MAR JCM1960B†† $799.98
3 easy payments as low as $266.66

Kerry King Signature 
JCM800 2203KK Head
Just like his band, Kerry King’s sound is both brutal and leg-
endary. The new, all-tube 2203KK duplicates the Slayer axe-
man’s tone with devastating and devilish accuracy. Boasting
KT66 power-tubes; Kerry’s signature, adjustable boost; and a
studio-quality noise-gate, this 100W, fire-breathing beast rede-
fines South of Heaven...

#MAR 2203KK $1,899.95
5 easy payments of  $379.99

Marshall JCM2000 Dual
Super Lead Series Guitar Amps   
The most versatile Marshall ever, the JCM2000 Dual Super
Leads feature “specially matched” Svetlana EL34 power tubes
and a unique channel switching design. The 50W DSL50 and the
100W DSL100 feature 2 channels (Classic and Ultra-Gain), each
with a mode switch that alters the gain structures. They also fea-
ture a Deep Switch, which adds a resonant bass boost, and a
Tone Shift for brutal metal tones, especially when you kick it in
with high gain. Dual reverb control, effects loop, a “very un-
Marshall like, Nashville-Clean” tone. 

JCM2000 100W Head
#MAR DSL100 $1,399.95

Marshall JCM2000 Dual Super Lead Guitar Heads

#MAR DSL50 $1,299.95
5 easy payments as low as $259.99

Marshall JVM410H All Tube
Head with Foot Switch
The Marshall JVM410H is the foundation of Rock.
The JVM Series 100 Watt, Valve-driven power stage
is built on the classic design famous for the leg-
endary Marshall roar found in the JCM800, 2203 and
"plexi" Super Lead amplifiers. Featuring a quartet of
EL34 valves, this peerless design has been expertly
crafted to compliment the extraordinary wealth of
tones found in the JVM.

#MAR JVM410H $1,799.95
5 easy payments of $359.99

Marshall JVM410C 100W
All-Tube 2x12 Combo Amp
The Marshall JVM410C is a cornerstone of rock
music. The JVM Series 100 Watt, Valve-driven
power stage is built on the classic design famous
for that legendary Marshall roar found in the
JCM800, 2203 and "plexi" Super Lead
amplifiers. Featuring a quartet of EL34
valves, this peerless design has been
expertly crafted to compliment the end-
less tones found in the JVM.

#MAR JVM410C $2,299.95
5 easy payments of $459.99

Marshall JVM410H 100W 1/2 Stack 
with JCM1960A Cab

The most versatile Marshall amp ever, with more gain than any other to date. Simple
& logical, it’s 12 amps in 1 with 4 completely independent channels with their own
unique gain structure. The footswitch with memory can control tons of features. Also

has studio-quality reverb and MIDI. Whatever tone you need, this one has it. 

#MAR MARSTACK17 $2,449.00
(SAVE $99.00 When you buy the stack!)    5 easy payments of $489.80
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Marshall LTD
Jimi Hendrix
Hand Wired
100W Stack  
The Jimi Hendrix Stack is sold as a set con-
sisting of the Super 100JH head, the angled
1982AJH 4x12" cabinet and the extra-tall,
straight-fronted 1982BJH 4x12" cabinet.
The Super 100JH is an extremely straight-
forward amplifier. Its two channels — High
Treble and Normal — each have two inputs
and separate Loudness controls. Both chan-
nels share the amplifier’s four tone controls:
Treble, Middle, Bass and Presence. It con-
tains three ECC83 (12AX7) valves in the
preamp and a quartet of KT66 valves in the
power amp (Standard in mid 60's Marshall
amps) and a special Drake transformer re-
created from the origional specs and materials. The 1982BJH
cabinet is nearly 7" taller than a standard Marshall 4x12",
adding further to the impressive look of the stack. Just like the
original 1982s, both JH cabs are loaded with Celestion G12C
25W speakers. #MAR JHSTACK †† $6,400.00

Easy Payments Available

Marshall Stack Specials
DSL50 and JCM1960A w/Free Gator G901 Amp Head Case

#MAR STACK8†† $1,749.00

Save $350.00
Plus a Free Gator

Case when
purchasing

Stack 8!

PRICE DROP

Marshall MC Series Guitar Amp
Speaker Cabinets

Full-size, stackable & head-ready. Made on the
exact production line as their 1960 brethren!
Mono/stereo switchable with 50W, 12”

Celestions – perfect for 100W, all-tube heads. MC212: fits all
Marshall full-size heads. Sports two 12”, 65W Celestions - they
sound incredible! Perfect for the MG100HDFX & AVT50H
–offering full power at 8 Ohms. Made in the UK.
Marshall MC412A 4x12 200W Angled Speaker Cabinet  

#MAR MC412A†† $599.97
Marshall MC412B 4x12 200W Straight Speaker Cabinet

#MAR MC412B†† $599.97
Marshall MC212 2x12 130W Extension Cabinet       

#MAR MC212 $339.99
3 easy payments as low as $113.33

Marshall Vintage
Modern Series  

Marshall appeases today’s
guitarist with the new
Vintage Modern series. Tone

is vintage: fat, smooth, dynamic and classic.
But features are thoroughly modern: series FX
Loop, Extra overdrive for those hot “modded”
sounds, onboard reverb and a new frequency
selective pre-amp to dial in just the tone you
want. The 2466 100-Watt Head, 2266 50-Watt
Head and 2266C 50-Watt 2x12 Combo are
all-valve single channel amps with two
“dynamic ranges” selectable by footswitch.
Mid Boost switch on front panel fattens the
tone, while a traditional Marshall tone control
circuit enables fine tuning. Vintage Modern
angled (425A) and straight (425B) cabinets
are 4x12 speakers that are mono/stereo
switchable and loaded with G12C 25-watt
Celestion Greenbacks.

2466 Vintage Modern 100W Guitar Amp Head #MAR 2466 $1,549.95
2266 Vintage Modern 50W Guitar Amp Head #MAR 2266 $1,399.95
2266C Vintage Modern 50W Guitar 2x12 Combo #MAR 2266C $1,699.95
425A Vintage Modern 412 Angle Guitar Cabinet #MAR 425A†† $969.00
425B Vintage Modern 412 Straight Cabinet #MAR 425B†† $969.00
STACK16 Vintage Modern 100 Watt 1/2 Stack #MAR STACK16†† $2,389.00

(SAVE $129.00 When you buy the stack!)   Easy payments as low as $279.99

Limited Edition. Hurry! Quantities Limited! 
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VOX ADVT Series
Valvetronix Guitar Amps
New Valvetronix amps are loaded with amazing features,
unsurpassed in this price range. Pure, raw tone, versatility,
and sheer volume make them impossible to ignore. Valve
Reactor circuitry for true tube power amp sound and feel.
11 accurately replicated, highly sought-after amplifiers, 11
preset and 2 programmable channels (programs) to save
combos of amp and effect settings. 11 high-quality 24-bit
effects, noise reduction, and a Tap button. All 3 amps
have simple control layouts, line/headphone jacks, and
custom-designed VOX speakers. AD30VT has selectable
output power so the Valve Reactor can be fully saturated
at any sound level. 

50W, 2x12 Guitar Combo #VOX AD50VT212 $399.99
15W, 8” Speaker #VOX AD15VT $199.95
30W, 10” Speaker #VOX AD30VT $249.99
50W, 12” Speaker #VOX AD50VT $379.98
100W, 12” Speaker #VOX AD100VT $579.99
100W Head #VOX AD100VTH $399.00
4x12 Guitar Speaker Cabinet  #VOX V412BK†† $349.00
Half Stack w/AD100VTH & V412BK #VOX ADSTACK†† $699.00 Save $49.00

Easy Payments as low as $83.33

VOX ADVT-XL Series
Hi-Gain Guitar Amps

An exciting new range of tube-powered mod-
eling amps that delivers the power and punch
that modern rock players require, with a

selection of hi-gain sounds that span the entire range of rock
music. The VOX team practically threw out the rule book in
voicing the new XL range by modding EQs and hot-rodding
gain levels,. The result is an amp range that delivers the hottest rock and metal sounds to date. The
XL-series uses vacuum tubes and special circuitry that simulates the true sound and feel of a bonafide
all-tube amp. All feature 11 amp sounds and 11 high-quality FX.

Valvetronics Hi Gain 100W 2x12 Amp #VOX AD100VTXL $599.00
Valvetronix XL Hi Gain 15W Guitar Amp #VOX AD15VTXL $249.00
Valvetronix XL Hi Gain 30W Guitar Amp #VOX AD30VTXL $299.00
Valvetronix XL Hi Gain 50W 2x12 Amp #VOX AD50VTXL $479.00

Easy Payments as low as $99.66

VOX V847A Wah Wah Pedal with AC Jack
Painstakingly reconstructed to the exact specs of the original pedal used by many influ-

ential guitarists of the late 60's and 70's. From the classy chrome top to it's leg-
endary growl, you will love this "period correct" wah. Includes carry bag.

#VOX V847A $89.95

VOX Custom Classic Valve Amplifiers
AC30: one of the most recorded guitar amplifiers in rock history, not surprising given its universally
acclaimed warmth and 3-dimensional tonal character. Not only is the AC30 Custom Classic the most
flexible AC30 to date, it comes in Vox’s most expansive array of models ever to cover a variety of
needs and player preferences. All AC30 Custom Classic models have 2 channels,Top Boost and
Normal, and you can blend those channels together for increased tonal flexibility to create a unique
sound and feel that's all your own! Top Boost Channel serves up classic AC30 tone, while expanded
Normal Channel now offers 2 modes, Normal and Bright, to achieve the sounds of an assortment of
vintage AC30s. This versatile channel configuration plus various speaker configurations lets you find
a model that really fits.  

AC30 Custom Classic Head #VOX AC30CCH $899.97
1x12” Tube Combo Guitar Amplifier #VOX AC15CC1 $599.00
1x12” Blue Tube Guitar Amplifier #VOX AC15CC1X $949.98
2x12” Custom Classic Combo #VOX AC30CC2 $1,199.95
2x12” Custom Classic Combo w/VOX Blues #VOX AC30CC2X $1,799.95
2x12” Cabinet w/Brown Grille Cloth #VOX V212BN $349.98
2x12” Cabinet w/Brown Grille VOX Blues #VOX V212BNX $949.98

Easy Payments as low as $116.66

VOX Classic Plus Series
Introducing the new Classic Plus range of all-tube amplifiers from VOX. This EL34-powered line-
up marries the classic VOX tone with a versatile high-gain channel that goes beyond anything in
VOX’s 50 year history. With available 50-and 100-watt heads, the Classic Plus range delivers amps
that do it all– from the 1950s to tomorrow. What do 5 decades of classic VOX sonic history sound
like? Play one.
Vox AC100CPH Classic Plus 100W Guitar Amp Head #VOX AC100CPH $1,249.00
Vox AC50CPH Classic Plus 50W Guitar Amp Head #VOX AC50CPH $1,099.00
Vox AC50 Classic Plus 50W 2x12 Combo #VOX AC50CP2†† $1,299.00
Vox 4x12 Guitar Cabinet with Brown Grille Cloth #VOX V412BN $549.99

Easy Payments as low as $183.33

VOX ToneLab LE
The Vox ToneLab LE lets you put
the power of the Vox Valvetronix
amps at your feet! With a large
collection of amp models and
effects, you will think you are
plugged into a wall of real amps
and a massive pedal board.
Designed for both stage and stu-
dio, and with a smaller footprint
and upgraded recording features, the ToneLab LE has a lot to offer.

#VOX TONELABLE $399.99
3 easy payments of $133.33

C O N T R O L  P A N E L
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Line 6 FBV Shortboard
Controller Pedal 
Like having a crew of roadies ready to wheel out an entirely
new collection of gear and hook it all up — in time for your
next note. Works with the Vetta combo, Vetta HD, Duoverb, PODXT, Spider II & III, and Flextone
III. Compatible with the new Valve Series Amps.

#LIN FBVS $269.97 3 easy payments of $89.99
World Tour Deluxe “Strong Side” Gig Bag for LINE 6 FBVS

#WOR SSFBVS  List Price $59.95   AMS Reg. Price $44.95 Special Sale $29.95
Line 6 FBV EXPRESS 
Compatible with Spider II & III, Flextone III, or Vetta amps, plus
PODxt and PODxt Pro (Guitar and Bass), FBV Express provides 4
channel footswitches, tap tempo, a chromatic tuner, a full size
Volume/Wah pedal, and an RJ-45 connection. Compatible with the
new Valve Series Amps.

#LIN FBVEXP $99.95
Line 6 FBV Longboard
The FBV has a backlit display, rugged steel stomp switches and
twin expression pedals that give you complete control. For Vetta
and Vetta II heads & combos, HD147, Duoverb, PODXT, PODXT Pro, Bass PODXT, Bass PODXT
Pro, Flextone III, and Spider II. Compatible with the new Valve Series Amps. 

#LIN FBVL $399.99
3 easy payments of $133.33

Line 6 Spider III
The Spider III series makes it easy to get the sound of some of today’s hottest bands and guitarists.
The Spider III series offers perfectly dialed-in sounds with 200 incredible artist presets, plus another
200 presets based on the greatest rock guitar songs of all time! No tone is off limits thanks to 12 cus-
tom amp models (4 on Spider III 15, 30 and 75HD) that go everywhere from spanky clean to insane
grind. The Spider III also includes Line 6’s revolutionary Smart Control FX. Plus, with the award-
winning POD® cab modeling Headphone/Direct out, you can take your sound from the practice room
to the studio. Features also include a footswitch jack that’s compatible with the FBV2™, FBV
Express™, and FBV Shortboard™ foot controllers (except the Spider III 15), a CD/MP3 input jack,
and a built-in tuner.  

15W 1x8 Guitar Amp #LIN SPIII15 $99.95
30W 1x12 Guitar Amp #LIN SPIII30 $199.95
1x12 Guitar Combo Amp #LIN SPIII75 $299.97
2x10 Stereo Guitar Combo Amp #LIN SPIII120 $399.99
2x12 Stereo Guitar Combo Amp #LIN SPIII212 $499.98
75W Guitar Amp Head #LIN SPIII75HD $249.99
150W Guitar Amp Head #LIN SPIII150HD $399.99
4x12 Guitar Cabinet #LIN SP412†† $299.97
2 Button Footswitch #LIN FBV2 $29.95

3 easy payments as low as $83.33

Line 6 Spider III Half Stack
with 75W Head & 4x12 Cabinet
Delivers 4 amp models covering the essentials-clean, crunch, metal, and "insane." With Smart Control
FX, simply find the effect you want, turn the knob to the desired intensity, and you're done. Plug
straight into a mixer for world-class tone used in pro studios and stages! With a headphone &
CD/MP3 jack. This halfstack includes a 412 cabinet.

#LIN SPIIIHSTK†† $499.98 Save $50.00
3 easy payments of $166.66 Line 6 Vetta II Series

Massively powerful head with full pro-
grammability! Every tone from 5150 to
‘63 Vibro to British classics and boutique
gems. Powered by 300W (150W per chan-
nel stereo), and can drive its power into 4,
8, or 16 ohms. Allows for a wide range of
cabinet connections. I/O include XLR balanced direct outs, AES/EBU and S/PDIF 24 /96/bit digital
I/O and A.I.R. mic/speaker simulation. Add an FBV pedal board, and this entire setup can be trans-
formed into virtually any rig with just the press of a footswitch. 29” x 10” x 9”, 40 lbs.

#LIN VHEADII $1,699.95
Vetta II 2x12” Cabinet #LIN V212IICAB $399.99

Vetta II 2x12 Combo Amplifier #LIN V212II $1,699.95
Easy payments as low as $133.33

Line 6 Spider Jam 112
Guitar Amplifier

The ideal tool for any-
one who wants to per-
fect their jammin’

skills. 100+ "Endless Jams" using real audio
tracks from LA session players. It's like playing
with a pro band! Use the built-in recorder and
Mic/aux input to add keys, bass or vocals into the
mix. Also - 12 amp models, effects & built-in
tuner. 

#LIN SPJAM $449.97
3 easy payments of $149.99

Line 6 Spider Valve Series
A groundbreaking collaboration between Line 6 and Reinhold Bogner fusing the
versatility of modeling with the performance and feel of a world-class tube amplifi-
er. Shatters boundaries by applying immense tonal range to Bogner’s boutique, all-

tube design. You get 12 channels of amp modeling & several flavors of modulation, delay & reverb –
an all-tube, all Bogner design with Celestion speakers. A tube amp with truly inspirational modeling –
the best of both worlds. Choose a 112 or 212 combo, a head, or a slant or straight cab.

Valve 40W 1x12 Combo Amplifier #LIN SPV112 $699.99
Valve 40W 2x12 Combo Amplifier #LIN SPV212 $829.98

Valve 100W Amplifier Head #LIN SPVHD100 $799.98
Valve 4x12 Slant Cabinet #LIN SPV412T†† $699.99

Valve 4x12 Straight Cabinet #LIN SPV412B†† $699.99
3 easy payments as low as $233.33

Line 6 Flextone III
Line 6 modeling technology is available with
the simplicity of a classic amp. Incredible amp
tones from Line 6’s flagship Vetta series, effects
adapted from the award-winning MM4 and DL4 stomp box model-
ers, 16 classic Reverb types, and their exclusive A.I.R. II direct
recording technology. Amp models are based on classic amps from a
‘53 Deluxe to an ‘02 Triple Rectifier - 32 models in all. Cabinet and
effect models include an equally wide range of sounds. Freely mix and
match the cabinet and amp models. Tour-quality cabinet, simple knob
controls, and 4 programmable channels. Existing Flextone III owners can
update their amp to new sounds for free by visiting http://line6.com/software.

Flextone III Plus, 150W Stereo, 1x12” Combo #LIN FTIIIPLUS $599.97
Flextone III XL, 150W Stereo, 2x12” Combo #LIN FTIIIXL $699.99

4x12 Slant Cabinet #LIN FT412S†† $599.97
3 easy payments as low as $199.99

web
extraextra See our complete selection of Line 6  

Covers and Accessories at www.americanmusical.com.

Save $50
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Fender ‘65 Twin Reverb®
To accurately recreate the tone of an original '65 Twin, Fender® went
right back to the original schematics, original parts (even original ven-
dors when possible) and started making the amps again. This is a 2x12”
85W amp that gets its tone from a total of 10 tubes, including tube-driv-
en reverb and vibrato. This Twin delivers timeless tone and expression.

#FEN 217300 $1,149.95
5 easy payments of $229.99

Fender ‘65 Super Reverb
The most requested Fender® reissue amp ever, this faithful re-
creation of the legendary Blackface Super from the 1963-1968
era is a must-have for vintage enthusiasts and modern players
alike. Versatile, stage filling sound and medium output make it the perfect
amp to crank up for unmiked clubs or concert stages. Legendary reverb,
Blackface tremolo, four 10” Jensen P10R Alnico speakers, tube rectifier
and two-button footswitch.

#FEN 217600 $1,199.95
5 easy payments of $239.99

Fender ‘65 Deluxe Reverb®
Ultimate “club amp” for blues, rock or country. All-tube design
includes tube-driven vibrato and reverb. 22W through 12” speaker.
Normal and vibrato channels, two-button footswitch, and 1 x 12”
8ohm Jensen C-12K speaker with ceramic magnet. 

#FEN 217400 $849.99
3 easy payments of $283.33

Fender G-DEC Junior Guitar Amp/Digital
Entertainment Center
Wanna jam with a band but don’t know where to start? Start right here
with the New Fender G-DEC Junior. Crammed inside this incredibly
small box is an entire band to jam with, the only thing needed is “you.”
This is the first all-in-one amp that features synthesized drum, bass, backing and
teaching loops. It's a super-simplified, super-cute version of the award-winning original G-DEC.
The 15 watts of power pushed through an 8" speaker will have you tappin’  your toes in no time.
Loaded with digital effects, amp models, backing tracks and more. 

#FEN 2351000 000 $179.95

Fender Frontman Series
Blackface cosmetic treatment (skirted knobs, silver grill cloth) makes these amps
look as good as they sound! Each amp includes a headphone jack and an auxil-
iary input allowing the user to play along with a CD, tape player, or drum
machine.

15 Guitar Amp, 8” Speaker, 15W #FEN 231500 $79.95
15R Guitar Amp, 8” Speaker, 15W, Reverb #FEN 231501 $99.95
25R Guitar Amp, 10” Speaker, 25W, Reverb #FEN 231502 $139.95

Fender Steel King Pedal Steel Amp
Fender’s first solid-state amplifier designed to handle the specialized demands
of the modern pedal steel guitar. 200W powerhouse with a big 15" speaker, a
professional XLR line output and an Accutronics reverb. 3-button footswitch,
Tuner Mute and Effects Loop. 21” x 20” x 12.5”, 66 lbs. 

#FEN 2289500 000 $799.99
3 easy payments of $266.66

Fender Super Sonic Amplifiers
Super Sonic amps are the first all-tube Fender amps to capture
the sparkly tones of the ’65 Vibrolux®, the thick tone of the
’66 Bassman®, and the smooth and creamy crunch of mod-
ern, high-gain amps. The 60-Watt Super-Sonic 112 features
genuine Fender spring reverb, dual cascading-gain preamp
overdrive with more creamy sustain and compression than any
previous Fender amp, and a single 12” Celestion® Vintage 30.
The Super Sonic Head delivers 60 Watts, with an effects loop, Preamp Out/Power Amp In
jacks, and a 3-button footswitch. Matching speaker cabinets feature Celestion® Vintage
30s and high-grade Baltic birch ply construction. Choose Black/Pepper or Blonde/Oxblood.

12” Amp, Blonde Oxblood #FEN 2160500 400 $1,199.95
Head, Blonde Oxblood #FEN 2160100 400 $1,099.95
2x12” Cabinet, Blonde Oxblood #FEN 2161200 400 $599.97
4x12” Cabinet, Blonde Oxblood #FEN 2161400 400†† $699.99
12” Amp, Black/Pepper #FEN 2160500 000 $1,199.95
Head, Black/Pepper #FEN 2160100 000 $1,099.95
2x12” Cabinet, Black Pepper #FEN 2161200 000 $599.97
4x12” Cabinet, Black Pepper #FEN 2161400 000†† $699.99

Easy payments as low as $199.99

Fender Princeton
Recording Amp
The Fender Princeton Reverb Amp of the 1960s, though
small, light and moderately powerful, produced giant tube
tone. The new Fender Princeton Recording Amp offers all
of the great tone and dynamics of the original, plus several
modern studio-friendly features. Its all-tube preamp,
power amp and reverb circuitry is based on the clas-
sic ’65 Princeton Reverb, and, with 20 watts and
a 10” Jensen® speaker, it provides spanking vin-
tage tone and enough output for small gigs and
rehearsals. The trans-impedance power attenuator lets
you crank up the amp for full output tube overdrive and set the
speaker volume as low as you want (even silent for headphone use)!

#FEN 2152000 000 $999.95
5 easy payments of $199.99

Fender Custom Vibrolux Reverb
The Fender Custom Vibrolux Reverb is not a reissue, but rather a
modern interpretation of a classic Fender. Turn it up when you
want to soar, or turn your guitar down to play clean with this
super-responsive 40-watt all-tube amp. Features include a pair of
6L6 Groove Tube™ output tubes, five 12AX7 preamp tubes, one
12AT7 tube, two 10” 8-ohm Jensen® P10R speakers with alnico
magnets, two independent channels (normal and bright), reverb
(functions in both channels), vibrato (functions in both channels),
4-ohm external speaker jack, two-button footswitch and tilt-back legs.

#FEN 215100 000 $999.95
5 easy payments of $199.99

Fender 59 Bassman LTD
The Fender 59' Bassman LTD reissue amplifier brings back
that bluesy tone that is so sought after. The 59' Bassman LTD
reissue features a 45 Watt, all tube power amp powered by 6L6
and 12AX7 tubes and one 5AR4 rectifier tube for natural com-
pression when playing hard. Other features include a solid fin-
ger-jointed pine cabinet for a nice resonant tone, an internal
bias pot that makes it easier to experiment with various output
tubes, and a genuine lacquered tweed covering.

#FEN 2171000 010 $1,199.95
5 easy payments of $239.99

Fender G-DEC 30
Guitar Amp/Digital Entertainment Center
30W, 10” practice amp that will keep you playing for hours and hours because
it’s so simple and fun! Inside, you’ll find fully-functional drum loops, complete
with practice bass lines and even some accompaniment from other instruments!
The G-DEC 30 gives you 17 different amp sounds, effects, and tons of parame-

ters to design your own tones. It has features like a 28-second phrase sampler, a full MIDI
synth that can be played by an outboard MIDI controller or by MIDI files streamed from
your PC, and a aux input for plugging in an MP3 player or CD player.

#FEN 2350500 000 $369.99 3 easy payments of $123.33

web
extraextra See our complete selection of Fender Amp Covers

and Accessories at www.americanmusical.com.

Fender G-DEC
Guitar Digital Entertainment Center
15W, 8” practice amp has fully-functional drum loops, with practice bass lines
and even accompaniment from other instruments! 17 different amp sounds,
effects, and tons of parameters to design and save your own tones – or select
from 50 Fender-designed presets. The G-DEC has features like a 14-second
phrase sampler, a full MIDI synth that can be played by an outboard MIDI con-
troller or by MIDI files streamed from your PC, and filters for focusing on dif-
ferent instruments in any song played by an MP3 player or CD player through the
aux input. #FEN 2350000 000 $269.97

3 easy payments of $89.99



Fender Hot Rod DeVille 410 -  60W, 4x10”, 3-channel combo spans from the smooth, clean tone of
a ‘57 Bassman® to the hardest rock and roll distortion. Includes footswitch, cover, Fender® reverb,
an extension speaker jack, effects loop and a 5-year transferable warranty.

#FEN 213201 $799.98
Fender Hot Rod DeVille  212 - Same as the 410 but w/2x12” speakers.

#FEN 213200 $749.97
Fender Hot Rod Deluxe 112 - With 3 channels of Fender American Tube tone, this 40W 1x12”
combo can go from gorgeous Fender clean sound, to a dirty blues/rock tone, to the third “More
Drive” channel’s intense overdrive. Reverb, footswitch, an extension speaker jack, and effects loop.

#FEN 213202 $649.98
Fender Blues Jr. Amp - All-tube tone (e 12AX7s and 2 EL84s) and quintes-
sential reverb you expect to hear from a Fender®. Blues Jr. delivers 15W
through a 12” speaker & a footswitchable “Fat” switch for abroad tone.

#FEN 213205 $449.97
Fender Pro Jr Amp - Although quite compact, the 15W, single-channel Fender
Pro Junior delivers big tone for studio and rehearsal work, and many players

over the years have grabbed a pair of them for stage use. They provide an easy way to warm up
stereo multi-effects boxes, too. Two EL-84 Groove Tube output tubes and a pair of 12 AX7 preamp
tubes push that one-and-only sound through a single 10” 8-ohm Fender Special Design Eminence
speaker. The look is pure Fender—chrome panel with vintage pointer knobs, plus black textured
vinyl covering and silver grille cloth. Dimensions: 14.5" x 15.25" x 8.75", 20 lbs.

#FEN 213203 000 $339.99
3 easy payments as low as $113.33

Fender FM Series Amps
Fender FM212R 100W Guitar Amp - 100Ws of
juiced-up power and two 12"speakers. 3 channels; an
effects loop, spring Reverb and a Mid Contour switch that lets you
dial in a multitude of distortion tones. Legendary Fender® tone
and an affordable price. 2-button footswitch included.
19.5x26x9.5”, 48 lbs.

#FEN 2316500 $329.97
Fender FM212DSP 100W Guitar Amp with Effects -
The new Fender FM212DSP features quality amp model-
ing and DSP effects (including reverb, delay, chorus,
tremolo, flanging, Vibratone and combinations). The two
heavy-duty 12" Special Design speakers are driven by
100 watts of pure Fender tone, making it one of the fullest-
sounding small combo amps available today. And it provides lots of opportunity for sonic fun and
experimentation! Includes a two-button channel selection and effects on/off footswitch.

#FEN 2316600 000 $399.99
Fender FM65R 65W Guitar Amp - 65 watts of pure Fender tone. 12” speaker, dual channels, spring
Reverb and the new Mid Contour switch. 16.8x18.75x9”, 32 lbs.

#FEN 2316000 $269.97
Fender FM65DSP 65W Guitar Amp with Effects - The Fender FM65DSP guitar amp is an afford-
able, easy-to-use addition to our top-selling FM family. This 65-watt amp has a closed-back design
that makes it one of the fullest-sounding small combo amps available today. The new FM65DSP fea-
tures quality amp modeling and DSP effects (including reverb, delay, chorus, tremolo, Vibratone and
combinations). The FM65DSP includes a two-button channel selection and effects on/off footswitch.

#FEN 2316100 000 $299.97
Fender FM100H Guitar Amplifier Head 100 Watt - Produces 100W into 4 Ohms. The versatile
Drive/More Drive channel (with Mid Contour) delivers rock, blues, punk & metal tones, and more.
The famous Fender "clean" channel speaks out loud and clear - with spring Reverb. Includes 2-button
footswitch & speaker cable. 9.5x26x9.5”, 27 lbs.

#FEN 2317000 000 $249.99
Fender FM210R 2x10” Guitar Amplifier 65 Watt - Two 10" Special Design Sound-Tested drivers,
versatile Drive channel with Mid Contour, and a clean channel with spring Reverb - the one-and-only
Fender clean tone! 15.7x22.25x9”, 36 lbs.

#FEN 2316300 000 $289.98
Fender FM412SL 4x12” Guitar Cabinet - Perfect for the FM100H head! 12” Special
Design Sound-Tested Drivers, made with premium wood ply construction (NOT particle
board). 4 Ohm impedance lets the FM100H produce full 100W out-
put with only one enclosure. Pop-out swivel casters included.
30x29.5x14.3”, 82 lbs.

#FEN 2317800 000†† $299.97
Fender FM25DSP 25 Watt Guitar Amp w/Effects - Larger
version of the FM15DSP, same killer amp models and power-
ful digital effects. Larger 10” speaker to match with the
increased power. 

#FEN 2318500 000 $199.95
Easy payments as low as $83.33

Fender Blues Deluxe
Reissue Guitar Amplifier
The players have spoken. This little Fender
number is awesome! You might just find
yourself selling your stompboxes because
right out of the box, this amp simply nails the
vintage blues, country, jazz, and classic rock n' roll
tone that can only be found in tubes. And with a clas-
sic tweed look of Fender tube amps of yesteryear, you
will be proud to show it off. Features: 12in, 40W, three
preamp tubes, two output tubes, Normal & Drive channels, Bright switch, Spring reverb, Effects
Loop, Two-button footswitch included.

#FEN 2232200 000 $649.98
3 easy payments of $216.66

Fender CyberTwin
SE Digital Amp
This is the "Second Edition" of this amazing, technologi-
cally advanced guitar amp. The original Cyber Twin was
the flagship in a new class of amplifier that uses
Cybernetic Amp Design - a patented technology that

enables the CT to be "rewired" and actually become different
amplifiers according to the original's schematics. The new Cyber Twin SE is all that plus new

effects, new effect combinations, 250 total presets, improved amp filtering and new timbre
filters including Metal Drop Scoop and Acoustic Scoop. There are loads of other new fea-
tures but the essence of the original remains - Pure Tone. Two footswitches are included.

#FEN 2290000 010 $1,294.95
5 easy payments of $258.99

Foot Controller #FEN 239100 000 $244.95

Fender Vibro Champ XD
Are you a guitarist ready to
move up to tubes? Look no
further than this outstanding

5W amp with 8” speaker that combines real
tubes with up-to-date extras like versatile voic-
ing and effects. You get a myriad of clean and
distorted voices, 16 DSP FX and awesome
looks. Special circuitry allows trouble-free tube
performance. 

#FEN 2331000 000 $249.99
3 easy payments of $83.33

Fender Hot Rod Series Amps

Fender Super Champ XD
This 15w amp is sure to be a hit
with guitarists who have been
wanting to move up to the

advantage of tubes. It has classic good looks, sim-
ple controls and luscious tube sounds that cover
almost any genre from pop, blues, metal and punk.
You’ll experience years of trouble-free perform-
ance and enjoy extras like 16 DSP effects and
optional footswitch jack. 

#FEN 2331100 000 $299.97
3 easy payments of $99.99

Fender Champion 600
A fun, affordable tribute to a rare amp. Fender's new
Champion 600 is a 5-watt tube amp with a 6” speaker and
1950 “two-tone” looks. They added a higher-gain preamp circuit to
let the overdriven tone exceed that of the original, and added a
choice of high- or low-gain inputs. Internal speaker jack enables use
of a larger speaker cabinet. Only 15 pounds, a great little tube amp
for recording or practicing.

#FEN 2330100 000 $199.95
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Peavey 6505 Series
Amplifiers
The 6505 became the undisputed go-to gui-
tar amp for scores of hardcore and under-
ground metal bands. Its raw tone, crushing
power and road-proven reliability make it the
right choice. 6505 Plus heads have six
12AX7 preamp tubes and four 6L6GC power
amp tubes (120 Watts!). Presence and reso-
nance controls and 3-band EQ
for taming their notorious tone.
6505 head has five 12AX7 pre-
amp tubes and four 6L6GC
power amp tubes; 120 watts.
Also available in a combo
model with two 12” speakers.
Add matching straight or angled 412 cabinet to either 6505 head. Still the choice for an ever-
expanding list of endorsers: Ted Nugent, Atreyu, Steve Morse, In Flames, Arch Enemy, Visqueen,
God Forbid, HIMSA, Darkest Hour, Sworn Enemy, Unearth, many more.  

60W 2x12 Combo Amp #PEV 6505 $1,199.95
120W Amp Head #PEV 6505H $1,099.95
120W Plus Amp Head #PEV 6505HP $1,159.95
4x12 Slant Cabinet #PEV 6505SL†† $699.99
6505 Plus 1/2 Stack #PEV 6505HPSTK†† $1,799.95

Easy payments as low as $219.99

Peavey TransTube Series Amplifiers
Exclusive, patented technology emulating the sound of tube amps, with the reliability of solid-state

design. The result is a line of amplifiers with widely ranging dynamics and nat-
ural “grit” like a tube amp. The largest and loudest models in the series fea-
ture direct outs to send signal to a mixing console. Includes switchable clean
and lead channels and EQ. 

TransTube Bandit #PEV TTBANDIT $384.99
3 easy payments of $128.33

TransTube Envoy 110 #PEV TTENVOY110 $239.95
TransTube Rage 258 #PEV TTRAGE258 $119.95
TransTube Audition #PEV TTAUDITION $47.95

Peavey JSX Series Guitar Amps
3-channel, EL34-powered JSX (designed with legendary virtuoso Joe Satriani) combines tonal flexi-
bility and responsive, versatile gain structures . Completely pure, articulate Clean channel; punchy
Crunch channel great for rhythm and leads; explosive Ultra channel with loads of gain, a vintage
British flavor, and outstanding “chunk” on even the E, A and D strings. Global Resonance and
Presence controls; 3-band EQ per channel; fantastic, fully adjustable Noise Gate; separate Fat switch-
es on the Crunch and Ultra channels. 

JSX 120 Watt Head #PEV JSX $1,349.95
JSX 2X12 Combo Amp #PEV JSX212†† $1,549.95
JSX 4X12 Straight Cabinet #PEV 00575750†† $749.97
JSX 4X12 Slant Cabinet #PEV 00575850†† $749.97
JSX Mini Colossal 5 Watt 8'' Guitar Amp #PEV JSXMINI $499.98
JSX 1/2 Stack, JSX Head with 4x12 Slant Cab #PEV JSXSTK†† $1,999.99

Easy payments as low as $166.66

Peavey ValveKing Amplifiers
All-tube ValveKing amps combine boutique features and hot-rodded tones with legendary Peavey
reliability. ValveKing amps have patent-pending, variable Class A/B control called Texture™: allows
sweepable selection between Class A and Class A/B power structures, plus any combination of the
two. Preamp and power sections use 12AX7 and 6L6GC tubes, and drive specially voiced 12"
ValveKing loudspeakers. 2 footswitchable channels with independent, 3-band EQ and volume, plus
footswitchable gain/volume boost on lead channel to provide extra volume for solos. Global reso-
nance, presence and reverb controls, and buffered effects loop. 

2X12 100 W Combo Amp #PEV VKING212 $619.98
1X12 50W Combo Amp #PEV VKING112 $429.99
4X12 400W Slant Guitar Cabinet  #PEV VKING412†† $419.97
100W Head #PEV VKING100 $529.98
ValveKing 1/2 Stack #PEV VKING HS†† $899.97

3 easy payments of $139.99

Royal 8 8” 5W Class A Guitar Amp    #PEV VKINGROYAL8 $199.95

PRICE DROP

Peavey Windsor Series
Amplifiers
The Peavey Windsor 120W guitar head is Peavey’s
new hard-rocking, single-channel tube amp with
undeniable power, tone and versatility. While most
amplifiers leave the EQ to the preamp section, the
Windsor features Peavey’s patented Resonance
and Presence controls, which adjust upper-end and
lower-end amp response and damping factor. The
Windsor also features Peavey’s patented Texture™
circuitry for dialing in the tone characteristics of
modern Class A/B push-pull and vintage Class A
sounds. Peavey also provides Windsor 412 cabi-
nets that are voiced to match the rocking guitar
tones of the Windsor amp head. The Windsor 412
cabinets are available in straight and slant versions.

Classic Head, 120 Watts #PEV 00584870 $399.99

4x12 Straight Cabinet #PEV 00584950†† $279.99
4x12 Slant Cabinet #PEV 00584920†† $279.99

Peavy Half Stack Windsor Tube Head & 4x12 Cabinet #PEV WINDSORSTK†† $679.98
Easy payments as low as $93.33
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Krank Amps 
Revolution Series
The Krank Amps legend starts with the 100W Revolution tube,
hand wired touring head. 2 channels, each with
Volume and concert-tuned 3-band EQ. 2 sepa-
rate Master Volumes and a Sweep control on
the Krank channel, 4 premium Electro
Harmonix 12AX7 preamp tubes and 4 premium Sovtek 5881
power tubes. The Revolution includes a rugged, all-steel two-
button footswitch for channel switching and Krank channel
master volume switching. The Revolution head is perfectly
matched to the Revolution 4x12" solid wood touring cabinet
with matching black steel grill and loaded with Eminence V12
Legend drivers.

Hand Built Head 100W #KRA REV100HD

$1,599.95
4x12 Cabinet 480Watt 16 Ohms #KRA REV412ST††

$999.95
5 easy payments as low as $199.99

Krankenstein Dimebag Series 
Hand wired head with brilliant tonal innova-
tions designed and voiced by Dimebag
Darrell himself! Based on the flawless
Revolution circuitry, with a Dime-modified
Kleen channel, an Overdrive channel Master
Volume control, and a level control on the effects loop.
Matched to a solid wood 4x12" touring cabinet with
Eminence Texas Heat drivers.

Dimebag 100W Head 

#KRA KS100HD $1,699.95
Dimebag 4x12 Cabinet: 600W, 16 Ohms

#KRA KS412ST†† $999.95
5 easy payments as low as $199.99

Randall RX Series Half Stack
The RX tone circuits are designed to achieve the modern
Randall tone which delivers plenty of tight low’s as well as
enough top end sizzle to satisfy any metal monster. The
result is an overwhelming sound that will redefine the mod-
ern practice amp. The RX120D 120-Watt, 2-channel head
features 16 digital effects, Voicing and Contour controls, and
includes a 2-button footswitch. The RX412 cabinet is loaded
with four 12" Randall 50W Jaguar speakers. 

#RAN RX120DHS†† $599.97
Randall 4x12” Straight Cabinet

#RAN RX412†† $299.97
Randall Half Stack wRX120R Head and RX412 Cabinet

#RAN RX120RHS†† $499.98
3 easy payments as low as $99.99

Genz Benz G-FLEX 2x12
Inch Guitar Cabinet
This dynamic 2x12 ported guitar cabinet is
designed for monster tone and performance. The
unique design features multiple ports and a
flexed baffle. The porting produces a punchy low-
end, while the flex reduces the boominess and increases the projection of GBE 1240-V75 speak-
ers. The result is a huge sound that can out-perform many 412's. Wired for mono or stereo operation.
150W RMS/4 ohms (mono), 75W per side, 8 ohms (stereo), 62 lbs.

#GEZ GFLEX $559.98
3 easy payments of $186.66

Genz Benz Black Pearl Combos
If you're looking for an incredible sound in the studio without
bringing in a full stack, look no further. Features such as an all
tube signal path utilizing 12AX7s and 12AT7s in the preamp
section and EL84s in the power section, the BP30 really cooks.
Whether you want over the top distortion from the Tube Rectifier, or
the sparkling clean blues or classic rock tone, you'll find it here. 

Black Pearl 1x12 Combo #GEZ BP30112†† $1,359.95
Black Pearl 2x12 Combo #GEZ BP30212†† $1,599.95

Easy payments as low as $271.99
web
extraextra Visit www.americanmusical.com for our complete selection

of replacement tubes!

Hughes & Kettner Switchblade
The World’s first fully programmable Tube Amp with digital Multi-FX and Amp Modeling! Six hand-
selected tubes (12AX7 and EL34) are at the core of Switchblade’s design. Its four channels are opti-
mized to cover a wide range of tones from California clean to British crunch and classic rock to con-
temporary American hi-gain Nu Metal. The amp’s FX-section provides considerable effects power
with three independent blocks that all work simultaneously (Delay, Modulation and Reverb). The user
interface offers classic tube amp look & feel but is fully programmable for a total of 128 different
tube tones at the touch of a button! Includes MIDI-Board pedalboard controller.

Switchblade 50W, 12” Amp #HUG SWB112 $1,499.95
Switchblade 100W, 2x12” Amp #HUG SWB212 $1,599.95
Switchblade 100W Head #HUG SWBHD $1,499.95
Pro Class 4x12” Angled Cabinet w/Vintage 30s #HUG VC41230A†† $899.97
Pro Class 4x12” Straight Cabinet w/Vintage 30s #HUG VC41230B††  $899.97

Easy payments as low as $299.99

EVH 5150 III Guitar Amp Head & Cabinets
These professional all-tube amplifiers were developed to meet the exact specifications of Edward Van
Halen, one of the true legends of rock guitar. The amp’s flexible features allow tones from clean or
crunch to full-out distortion, for limitless inspiration. The matching enclosures deliver richness and
power. Truly roadworthy for years to come. Ships with footswitch.

5150III Head Black #EVH 2251000 000 $1,999.99
5150III Head Ivory #EVH 2251000 400 $1,999.99

5150III 4x12 Cabinet Black #EVH 2252100 000†† $1,099.99
5150III 4x12 Cabinet Ivory #EVH 2252100 400†† $1,099.99

5 easy payments as low as $219.99
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Roland Micro Cube
Guitar Amp
Genuine Roland Cube amp in an ultra-compact
package that even runs on batteries. Just a few
pounds, Micro Cube includes a strap and packs
a big punch. 6 DSP effects, 7 COSM® amp
models. Models include tweed amps and
JC120; effects include chorus, flanger, phaser,

tremolo and separate Delay/Reverb. Use as a headphone amp or a recording preamp. 5” speaker is a
lot louder than you think. Aux In, mic input, digital Tuning Fork function (w/flat and double flat tun-
ings). Rugged construction. Runs on 6 AA batteries or AC power (adapter supplied).

#ROL MICROCUBE $125.00
Roland Microcube Guitar Amp, Red #ROL MICROCUBE R $125.00

Behringer V-Tone GMX 
Series Guitar Amps with Effects

An impressive, cost-effective
series that will save you tons. The
GMX212 is 2x60 amp, with 2 12"
speakers and authentic analog

modeling, multi-FX and tuner. 2 modeling
channels boast 3 classic amps, 3 speaker models
plus 3 gain modes each— all individually selec-
table. Captures every nuance and lends tube-
like compression to your tone. Offers MIDI &
footswitch controlled tuner. The GMX1200H
analog modeling head has 3 amp models, 3
gain modes and 3 speaker simulations, all based
on pure analog circuitry. Fully independent chan-
nels, each with 27 modeled sounds, for awesome
emulated tube warmth. Loaded with 2x60 W amps
and pro FX, tuner & MIDI. BG412S: Creates an intense stereo image. The lower speakers assure opti-
mum center positioning. Also runs in mono. Perfect for the GMX1200H.

2x50W, 2x12” Jensen/Bugera Speakers #BEH GMX212 $259.99
V-Tone, 2x60W, Analog Modeling Head #BEH GMX1200H $199.99

4x12” Slant Cabinet w/Casters #BEH BG412S $249.99
3 easy payments of $83.33

Roland Cube Guitar Amps
Cube 60  Wickedly powerful for its size. 60W amp has 12” speaker,
9 amp models (JC Clean, Brit Combo, R-Fier, more). World-class effects like chorus, flanger, phaser,
tremolo, delay/reverb, and separate 4-band EQ. Presence knob, 3 footswitch inputs for switching
channels & turning effects on/off. Outputs for Recording Out/Phones, Line, Tuner, and Ext. Speaker.  

#ROL CUBE60 $345.00 
3 easy payments of $115.00

Roland Cube 30X Guitar Amp 30W #ROL CUBE30X $229.00
Roland Cube 20X Guitar Amp 20W #ROL CUBE20X $159.00

Roland Cube 15X Guitar Amp 15W #ROL CUBE15X $99.00
Kustom Tube Hybrid Guitar Amps

Superb tone without sacrificing volume or your wal-
let! Tube-driven preamp for warm, rich tone; solid-
state amp for sound quality and dependability.

Passive Bass, Middle and Treble EQ controls built to the same specs
as Kustom's award-winning, all-tube Coupe amplifiers. Dual channels,
each with independent gain and master volume. New 24-Bit Digital
Multi-Effects System; 16 Hi-Fi programmable effects. Built-in "tap"
and "toggle" features control delay times, reverb trails and tremolo
speed. 12” Celestion speaker (100W has two). 2 high-gain, 2 clean preamp
modes. Speaker-emulated direct out; external speaker/headphone jack and CD/tape/iPod input.

HV30 Tube Hybrid 30W 1x12 Combo #KUS HV30 $299.97
HV65 Tube Hybrid 65W 1x12 Combo #KUS HV65 $399.99

HV100 Tube Hybrid 100W 2x12 Combo #KUS HV100 $499.98
3 easy payments as low as $99.99

Vox DA5 Battery Powered
Guitar Amps
This rugged little beast boasts some killer bells and whis-
tles, like 11 sounds ranging from clean to high gain, 11
great digital effects, 5 Watts, 6.5" speaker Aux Input,
Line/Headphone output, plus a whole lot more. The new
DA5 even offers battery power (6xC batteries or AC included
adapter), making it the best sounding, truly portable guitar amp.

Classic Grill #VOX DA5CL $139.95
Black #VOX DA5 $139.95

Pink #VOX DA5 PNK $139.95

VOX DA10 Guitar Amp
with Digital Effects

Combines higher power with
the same great tone and go-any-
where portability of its smaller sibling. Like

the DA5, it offers the option of running on battery power, so
you can jam anywhere! You get 11 amp types & effects, and
10W RMS output @ 8ohms. 

#VOX DA10 $199.00

Roland Cube Street 2 Channel
Battery Powered Guitar Amp
Whether you’re running to a rehearsal, lesson, street gig, or

any situation that requires portabili-
ty and versatility, the CUBE Street
is a battery-powered marvel that’s
ready to travel fast, sounds amazing

and is capable of high-volume output thanks to dual
power amps and a pair of high-performance speakers.
And just wait until you hear the effects and amp
models - you get 8 COSM® amps, 6 digital effects,
and chromatic tuner. AC Adaptor included. 

Black #ROL CUBEST $299.00
Red #ROL CUBESTR $299.00

3 easy payments of $99.66

Behringer V-Ampire LX210
Modeling Amp
Think of this true stereo modeling amp as a set of two 10"
BUGERA™ speakers coupled to Behringer’s famed V-
AMP PRO! 32 classic amp models, 15 legendary speaker
cabinets and 16 studio-quality effects models - plus a
2x60W amp driving two BUGERA™ 10" speakers. 15 rear
panel connectors allow comprehensive routing  - plus MIDI
In & Out/Thru. Pre-DSP send/return for dry recording and wet
monitoring. Auto wah and rotary effects plus a DI output with ULTRA-G cabinet simulation. With
125 memory locations for storing your presets and a dual-footswitch!

#BEH LX210 $249.99 
Behringer V-Ampire LX1 Modeling Amp #BEH VAMPIRE $249.99

3 easy payments of $83.33

Behringer V-Ampire LX1200H Digital Modeling Guitar Head #BEH LX1200H $199.99



PRICE DROP

Crate Flex Wave Series Guitar Amps
A rugged line of amplification featuring the amazing sound of the Evolution 5 preamp. Designed for
guitarists who need superior tone from their stage and practice amps. The 65-watt and larger models
include onboard DSP. The legendary Channel Tracking feature remembers which DSP effect is
assigned to each channel. Covered in rugged Tolex™ vinyl for ultimate durability.

Flex Wave 15 Watt 8 inch Combo Amp #CRA FW15 $69.95
Flex Wave 15 Watt 8 inch Combo w/ Reverb #CRA FW15R $99.95
Flex Wave 65 Watt 12 inch Combo Amp #CRA FW65 $279.99
Flex Wave 120 Watt 2x12 Combo Amp #CRA FW120 $299.97

3 easy payments as low as $93.33

Crate GTX212 Guitar Amp
AMS Blowout Price

List Price: $599.99      $249.99
Supplies Limited!

120 Watts driving two 12" speakers, editable effects, Tap
speed control for each effect, EQ, and more. A true 3-chan-
nel amp with Solo, Overdrive & Clean. With enhanced DSP
"tweak-ability", this incredibly versatile and loud amp
offers a myriad of effects options, plus channel tracking-
effects changes can be stored when off. 

#CRA GTX212††  3 easy payments of $83.33

Eminence Red Coat Series Speakers
Eminence Red Coat Ramrod - 10-inch, 8-ohm speaker has very loud, gutsy,
meaty tone with singing highs and nice, clear overtones. Power rating: 75W rms.

10 inch #EMI RAM8 $69.95
Eminence Red Coat Governor - 12-inch delivers classic British tone. Thick and raunchy with lots
of mids. Power rating: 75W rms. 

12 inch, 8ohm  #EMI GOV8 $89.95 12 inch, 16 ohm #EMI GOV16 $89.95
Eminence Red Coat Red Fang - 12-inch speaker has vintage British sound with warm undertones
and high-end sparkle. Choose 8 or 16 ohms. Power rating: 30W rms.

12 inch #EMI RED8 $164.95 12 inch #EMI RED16 $164.95

Eminence Patriot Series Speakers
Eminence Patriot Ragin Cajun - 10-inch, 8-ohm speaker is loud, touch sensitive and
responsive. Bell-sounding top end and a little bite. Power rating 75W rms.

10 inch #EMI CAJ8 $64.95
Eminence Texas Heat - Choose 8 or 16 ohms, 150W rms.

12 inch, 8 ohm #EMI TEXH8 $69.95 12 inch, 16ohm #EMI TEXH16 $69.95
Eminence Patriot Screamin Eagle - Choose 8 or 16 ohms, 50W rms.

12 inch #EMI EAG8 $69.95 12 inch #EMI EAG16 $69.95

Crate GT412 Guitar Cabinets
with Celestion Speakers

AMS Blowout Price

List Price: $599.99      $249.99
Full-sized 4x12" enclosure. Slant front. Celestion speakers.
Plywood construction. Handles 300 watts RMS. Double-wall
design, new easy-lift handles, fixed casters.

#CRA GT412ST†† 3 easy payments of $83.33
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Electro Voice EVM Series
Speakers

This is the classic EVM12L that has been a factory upgrade option in thefinest amplifiers. Rated at
200 watts. 

12”, 200W, 16ohms Guitar Speaker #ELE EVM12LCLSC16 $194.95
12”, 200W, 8ohms Guitar Speaker #ELE EVM12LCLSC8 $194.95

15” 350 Watt Bass Speaker #ELE DL15BFH $209.95

Epiphone Valve
Combos and Heads
Epiphone Valve Junior Amp Head features 5 watts
of Class A single-ended tube power with a solid-
state rectifier. Awesome for recording! Valve
Special has the same signal path and power section
as the Valve junior but in a combo configuration with a 10” speak-
er. Epiphone Valve Standard features 15 watts, 16 DSP programs plus
independent reverb DSP and a 12” speaker. SoCal has selectable 50 or 25
watt operating modes as well as a solid state rectifier for killer sounding distortion tones, tube reverb
and 2 channels.  

Valve Junior Amp Head #EPI EPAEMJRH $129.95
Valve Junior 8”, 5W #EPI EPA BKJR $149.95
Valve Standard 12”, 15W #EPI EPA BKSTDSP $299.97
SoCal Class AB Amplifier Head 50 Watts #EPI EPA BKSC50H $499.98

3 easy payments as low as $99.99

Crate Limo 2-Channel Battery
Powered Guitar Amp

A step-up from the award winning TX50DBE, the LIMO
has a specially designed woofer and tweeter allowing the
Limo to deliver 50W of power. The TX50DB has

improved bass response and is lighter than ever before! Instrument chan-
nel features clean & distortion modes. Mic channel includes low-Z XLR input,
high-Z 1/4" input, 3-band EQ and DSP send. Includes RCA inputs, DSP mode for effects,
headphone and footswitch jack. Great for 2 or 3 instrumentalists, even a bassist.

#CRA TX50DB  $369.99
3 easy payments of $123.33

Eminence Red Coat Tonker Series
A hard-hitting 12" guitar speaker with British flavor and har-
monic balance. Expect a very fat, clean and warm tone through
the midrange, and smooth top end. Features a 2” voice coil and 150

watt power handling. The perfect speaker to upgrade a Twin Reverb or Mesa combo. 4
of these babies in a cab would be punishing, in a really good way. 8 or 16 Ohms.

#EMI TONKER8 $89.95
#EMI TONKER16 $89.95

Celestion Rocket 50 Guitar Speaker
List Price: $110.00 Special Sale 

AMS Reg. Price: $79.95 $39.95
Great 12” replacement speaker for cabs or combos. Lots of high end harmonics;
smooth mid bass; no boomy bottom to clog the rippin’ top end. 50W, 8 ohms.

#CEL RKT5008

Celestion  Speakers
Vintage 30 -  Loaded in Marshall Vintage cabinets, infinite sustain, even smoother mids and high
end and more gradual breakup than the Green Back. 60W.

12 inch #CEL VINT3008 $119.00 12 inch #CEL VINT3016 $119.00
Celestion Greenbacks - Classic soft low-end rolloff and presence peak. The Greenback delivers
smooth, gradual breakup for that vintage tone. 25W, ideal in 4x12, 2x12 cabinets. 

12 inch #CEL G12M2508 $109.00 12 inch #CEL G12M2516 $109.00
Celestion Alnico Blue - The world’s first dedicated guitar loudspeaker and a part of musical histo-
ry! Back in the 1950s, the unique tonal character of the Celestion Blue (a modified G12 radio speak-
er), combined with the valve amps of the time, helped to define the electric guitar as we know it
today. 12”, 15W, 8 Ohms. 

12 inch #CEL BLUE128 $279.99 3 easy payments of $83.33
Celestion Alnico Gold - A higher-powered version of the world-famous Alnico Blue. Perfect for
single or multiple applications in cabinets or combos. 12”, 50W, 8 Ohms.

12 inch #CEL GOLD128 $289.98 3 easy payments of $93.33
Celestion G10 Vintage - Designed to be a 10” version of the incredibly smooth Vintage 30 but with
a unique voice all its own. The perfect upgrade for your Super Reverb, twin 10” combo, or single
10” fire breather. 60W, 8 Ohms. 

10 inch #CEL G10V8 $85.95
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